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What is Rangers Protocol?
Rangers Protocol is a virtual world’s blockchain infrastructure incubated
by MixMarvel. It is fully compatible with Ethereum, integrates and expands
cross-chain, NFT, EVM, and distributed network protocols, and professionally
supports NFT and complex applications. From a technical point of view,
Rangers Protocol is a high-performance engine for complex development
and data migration. It serves entrepreneurs andpioneer developers in the
blockchain world, allowing them to create content, experience cross-chain,
and freelydevelop applications in the Rangers Protocol ecosystem.

Why Rangers Protocol?
At present, many blockchain infrastructures have provided some solutions
for content creation and complex decentralized applications. However, they
could not boast of features such as robustness, compatibility, and ease
of use for the time being. Moreover, they often regard the replacement of
Ethereum as the decentralized finance infrastructure as their primary goal,
rather than devoting themselves to creating an Ethereum-compatible,
application-friendly infrastructure. Thus, we saw the need for creating
Rangers Protocol.

What Makes
Rangers Protocol Better?
Rangers Protocol provides a complete ecological architecture from the
underlying framework to the upper-level applications. It provides developers
with the underlying facilities and development tools to support the
development of various NFTs and complex applications in financial,
semi-financial, and non-financial categories.
Rangers Protocol has designed a scientific and rigorous token economic
system. This system uses VRF random election + BLS signature algorithm
and introduces technologies such as high-concurrency collaboration
and preprocessing in a distributed system. It has a complete distribution
mechanism and scientific incentive methods. This token system uses
Rangers Protocol Gas ($RPG) token circulating among investors, developers,
users, and various ecological nodes.
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Ecological Architecture
The Rangers Protocol ecological architecture consists of five layers:
• p2p Network				
• Rangers Connector			
• Application Service Protocolv

• Rangers Engine		

• Compatible Service Agreement
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p2p Network
As the basic network architecture, p2p Network supports the data transmission
done Rangers Protocol. This data includes but is not limited to:
1. Transaction data sent by users;
2. Data related to block consensus, including candidate block data and
verification signature data;
3. Data required to generate the verification team, including notification
establishment data and the signature generation data of the verification
team;
4. Notifications issued by Rangers Protocol, including transaction execution
receipt, VM event data, and more.
The p2p Network contains timing and synchronization modules to ensure the
timing of transactions and the synchronization of questions and answers.
Rangers Protocol introduces a globally unified nonce to the transactions
sent by users and determines the order of transaction execution based on
the nonce. Under this mechanism, Rangers Protocol can return the execution
results in real-time without users waiting for the block to be generated for
most transactions. Rangers Protocol is a simple synchronous mechanism for
developers, easy to understand and use.

Rangers Engine
Rangers Engine is the core component of Rangers Protocol, mainly composed
of the following modules:
1. Consensus Module
This module is responsible for implementing the consensus mechanism of
VRF+BLS and completing the block generation work. The block production
process is as follows:
• First, it uses the true random numbers generated by the VRF algorithm to
draw lots to select the proposal nodes and the verification group. In each
round of proposal, multiple proposal nodes can propose multiple candidate
blocks at once, but each candidate block has a different priority to facilitate
the fork processing;
• The proposal node sends the candidate block to the verification group.
Each member in the verification group verifies the legitimacy and priority of
the candidate block and broadcasts the signature of the verification result
in the group;
• When the members of the verification group collect all the threshold
signatures, the BLS algorithm can be used to recover the verification group
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signature. The corresponding candidate block wins and is broadcasted to
the entire Network;
• All nodes receive the consensus result and verify the group signature
through the verification group public key. After confirming the signature,
starts the next round of consensus.
Rangers Protocol dramatically reduces the possibility of the two joining forces
malicious behavior through the division of roles. The VRF algorithm ensures
that the proposal nodes and verification groups are random, unpredictable,
unselectable, and unconcealable. From the perspective of communication
complexity, signature length, and performance, the BLS threshold signature
algorithm used by the verification group appears to be more robust than the
Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithm.
2. Nodes Module
This module is responsible for the governance of proposal and verification
nodes. Rangers Protocol uses a group consensus mechanism based on
VRF+BLS technology. The added nodes need to be divided into two categories:
proposal and verification nodes. The proposal nodes are responsible for
the construction of candidate blocks. The verification nodes are randomly
grouped, and the legality of the candidate blocks is confirmed by the form
of cooperation in the verification group.
3. Virtual Machine Module
This module is responsible for the execution of smart contracts and the
calculation of GAS fees. Rangers Protocol can fully implement the EVM
functions. Even the key to sign the transaction is consistent with the existing
Ethereum one.
First of all, it is fully compatible with Ethereum’s EVM through REVM (Rangers
Ethereum Virtual Machine). The original contract of Ethereum can be directly
migrated to Rangers Protocol for use without recompilation. Similar to
the development toolchain of Ethereum, Rangers Protocol also provides
toolchains such as Remix and MetaMask to support the development,
compilation, and deployment of smart contracts.
Secondly, REVM introduces Rangers Protocol custom keywords, using
one sentence to achieve cross-chain, NFT protocol, and other functions.
Developers can experience the unique composability and operability brought
by Rangers Protocol by using these keywords in smart contracts. However,
keywords must be compiled by REVM to generate usable bytecode.
The invocation of the Rangers Protocol smart contract is still based on the
transaction and the ABI system. In addition, in Rangers Protocol, the gas re
quired to execute a smart contract can be paid by multiple parties: either
the caller or the contract issuer.
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4. NFT Protocol Module
This module is responsible for realizing Rangers Protocol’s NFT protocol,
including NFT merger protocol, NFT shuttle protocol, and NFT data isolation
protocol. Rangers Protocol incorporates protocols such as ERC-721 to
standardize NFT as a digital asset standard. On top of the ERC-721, Rangers
Protocol has expanded its own features, including life cycle management, a
new data structure that supports data reuse, and data rights management
based on the dapp latitude.
5. Storage Module
This module is responsible for:
• User asset data storage, including balance, FT, NFT;
• Block data storage;
• Storage of miner-related data, including the number of miners staked and
verification group member data.

Rangers Connector

Rangers Connector is responsible for completing the interconnection with
various public chains and is mainly composed of the following modules:
1. Nodes Module
The node module contains all nodes of the origin and target chains. In its
turn, it has the following three modules:
• An Ethereum full client, used for Ethereum block verification and data
loading;
• A Rangers Protocol full client, which is the validator of the Rangers Protocol
blocks and must ensure the completeness of cross-chain data storage;
• The consensus module, which is used to generate blocks of the cross-chain
bridge itself, thereby determining the data involved in the cross-chain.
2. Consensus Module
Rangers Connector nodes use VRF+TSS to determine block generation nodes.
The block generation mechanism is as follows:
• The VRF algorithm will randomly form a group of signers, independently
verify and sign updates
• Each node will broadcast a message to the group
• If more than 51% of the group nodes sign the message, a consensus will be
reached
• A node will be randomly selected to start TRX to the target chain
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3. Cross-Chain Transactions Module
The cross-chain bridge is composed of N nodes, and the consensus is
reached efficiently through TSS technology. The cross-chain bridge nodes
are also all nodes of the origin and target chains and will listen to the token
lock of the origin chain. After the consensus based on TSS is reached, the
cross-chain bridge will write the consensus data into the cross-chain
information table. Through the interception program of the cross-chain
bridge, the NFT contract owner of the target chain can listen to the state
change and obtain the consensus data, including origin chain NFT contract
address, NFT cross-chain request transaction hash in origin chain, target
chain type, target chain contract address, and NFT status information. In the
end, the NFT contract owner triggers and completes the data migration work
of the related NFT through the cross-chain information that has been fully
agreed.

Compatible Service Agreement
Rangers Protocol is fully compatible with Ethereum EVM. Compatibility with
Ethereum is crucial because most decentralized applications with many
users are currently deployed on Ethereum. So the team is working hard to
make the operating environment on Rangers Protocol as compatible with
existing Ethereum as possible. The Rangers Protocol team hopes that this
compatibility will make it easy for existing and new projects to deploy dapps
on Rangers Protocol.
1. Web3 RPC
A series of modules including Web3 RPC has been deployed on Rangers
Protocol. The existing tools and applications use Web3 RPC to interact with
Rangers Protocol the same way as with Ethereum. From their point of view,
it is just connected to another Ethereum network. But, of course, Rangers
Protocol also provides many modules that simulate Ethereum components,
including blocks, receipts, logs, and the ability to subscribe to log events.
2. Remix
The Remix is a trendy development tool for creating smart contracts
and deploying them on Ethereum. Like MetaMask, Remix can connect to
Rangers Protocol nodes and be used for smart contract development and
deployment.
3. SDK
Rangers Protocol SDK is created to comply with Ethereum SDK gateway, which
ensures the minimum dapps migration cost. Rangers Protocol implements
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JS and Java versions, corresponding to front-end and server-side
development, respectively.
3. REVM
Rangers Protocol can fully implement the functions of EVM. Even the key to
sign the transaction is consistent with the existing Ethereum one.
First, it is fully compatible with Ethereum’s EVM through REVM, so the original
contract of Ethereum can be directly migrated to Rangers Protocol for use
without recompilation.
Secondly, REVM introduces Rangers Protocol custom keywords, using one
sentence to realize the functions of Rangers Protocol such as cross-chain
and NFT protocol.

Application Service Protocol
The application service layer of Rangers Protocol mainly includes identity,
equity, data services, key management, asset management, transactions,
shops, leases, auctions, tasks, achievements, guilds, and more. This set of
application tools is extremely friendly to NFT-related applications and highfrequency interactive complex applications.

Token Economy System
The economic symbol of Rangers Protocol is $RPG with a total circulation of
21 million.
The initial issuance mechanism of $RPG is as follows:
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• Investors (10%): Equal unlock (claim) each day. Token allocation for investors
will be fully unlocked within 400 days.
• The core team (14%): core developers and maintainers, 8% of the remaining
amount is released every 180 days
• Incubators and consultants (7%): Incubators and strategic partners, 8% of
the remaining amount is released every 180 days
• Ecological community (49%): 8% of the remaining amount is released
every 180 days, the ecological community is divided into the proposal and
ecological nodes
1. Proposal nodes (35%): join through RPG-staking election and provide
special hardware
2. Verification nodes (14%): stake RPG, and provide required hardware
• Ecological fund (20%): The unused amount is locked, community voting
will be held, and relevant announcements made on the foundation website
upon use
1. Market Operation (8%): DAO mechanism approves proposals based on
community voting
2. Developers (7%): Grant mechanism distributes rewards to community
members based on contribution,
3. Market Value Management CEX (2%)
4. DEX Liquidity (1%)
5. KOL (0.83%)
6. Liquidity Rewards (0.67%)
7. IDO (0.5%)
• Treasury (0%): reward and penalty pool, dynamically balanced during
operation, the value can be adjusted by community voting
1. Slash mechanism: punishment based on the security threat level
2. Taxation mechanism: service fees for middle layer protocols and upperlayer applications
The economy cycle of $RPG is as follows >>>
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Rangers Protocol Partners

Rangers Protocol Investors
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